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Viral AssemblyViral Assembly

Assembly of TMV (Helical Virus)Assembly of TMV (Helical Virus)

•• Consists of a single + sense ssRNAConsists of a single + sense ssRNA

•• Embedded in framework of small identical Embedded in framework of small identical 
protein molecules (“A” protein)protein molecules (“A” protein)

•• Isolated protein can be polymerized into a Isolated protein can be polymerized into a 
helical structure without any RNA helical structure without any RNA 
component (helical structure is a property component (helical structure is a property 
of protein)of protein)
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•• TMV protein structure composed of discsTMV protein structure composed of discs

•• Each disc contain 17 subunits/ringEach disc contain 17 subunits/ring

•• Assembly may involve discs being added Assembly may involve discs being added 
to growing helixto growing helixàà converted to a converted to a ““locklock--
washer formwasher form””àà RNA trapped inside RNA trapped inside 
groovegrooveàà successive discs addedsuccessive discs added

TMV “TMV “TravellingTravelling Loop” model Loop” model 
of assemblyof assembly

•• Hairpin structure of TMV RNA packaging Hairpin structure of TMV RNA packaging 
site attaches to disc in central coresite attaches to disc in central core
–– The nucleotides in the The nucleotides in the dsds stem then stem then unpairunpair

and more of the RNA is bound within the and more of the RNA is bound within the 
groove and more discs enter into lockgroove and more discs enter into lock--washer washer 
configurationconfiguration
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Assembly of Assembly of PicornavirusesPicornaviruses

•• Icosahedral structuresIcosahedral structures

•• Consists of 60 copies of each of the 4 Consists of 60 copies of each of the 4 
structural proteins (VP1, VP2, VP3 and structural proteins (VP1, VP2, VP3 and 
VP4)VP4)
–– These associate together in a complex and These associate together in a complex and 

complexes are arranged in groups of three on complexes are arranged in groups of three on 
each of the 20 faceseach of the 20 faces

•• Entire genome copied as a single polypeptideEntire genome copied as a single polypeptide
–– This is then cleaved into smaller peptidesThis is then cleaved into smaller peptides
–– First cleavage product is “P1” = precursor to all the First cleavage product is “P1” = precursor to all the 

other virion coat proteinsother virion coat proteins
–– Cleavage of P1 gives rise to VP0, VP1 and VP3Cleavage of P1 gives rise to VP0, VP1 and VP3

•• These 3 proteins form a complex = 5SThese 3 proteins form a complex = 5S
•• Five of the 5S complexes come together to form a 14 S Five of the 5S complexes come together to form a 14 S 

pentamerpentamer subunitsubunit
•• 12 of the 14S complexes aggregate to form an empty 73S 12 of the 14S complexes aggregate to form an empty 73S 

capsidcapsid
•• The + sense RNA is added (The + sense RNA is added (VPgVPg protein at the 5’ end of protein at the 5’ end of 

RNA may be involved in recognition of RNA with capsid RNA may be involved in recognition of RNA with capsid 
proteins)proteins)

•• VP0 is cleaved VP0 is cleaved àà VP2 and VP4VP2 and VP4
•• RNA added after completion of capsid, not like TMVRNA added after completion of capsid, not like TMV
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Adenovirus AssemblyAdenovirus Assembly

•• Contains at least 10 different proteinsContains at least 10 different proteins

•• The The icsoahedralicsoahedral structure consists of 240 structure consists of 240 
proteins that are on external face surface proteins that are on external face surface 
and have 6 fold symmetry (and have 6 fold symmetry (hexonhexon
capsomerescapsomeres) and 12 are arranged at the ) and 12 are arranged at the 
verticiesverticies of the of the icosahedronicosahedron with 5 fold with 5 fold 
symmetry (total of 252 symmetry (total of 252 capsomerescapsomeres))

•• Fiber structures project out from the Fiber structures project out from the 
vertices (vertices (pentonspentons))
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•• Each of the individual components are Each of the individual components are 
assembled independently of each other and assembled independently of each other and 
are brought together in a directed mannerare brought together in a directed manner

•• Assembly takes place in the nucleus, the Assembly takes place in the nucleus, the 
proteins are made in the cytoplasmproteins are made in the cytoplasm

•• There is a large protein (“scaffolding protein”) There is a large protein (“scaffolding protein”) 
that is necessary for assembly but is not that is necessary for assembly but is not 
present in the final capsidpresent in the final capsid

Adenovirus AssemblyAdenovirus Assembly

•• Takes place in the nucleusTakes place in the nucleus
•• DNA replication occurs in nucleusDNA replication occurs in nucleus
•• Proteins must be Proteins must be translocatedtranslocated there at there at 

early stageearly stage
•• Proteins that form the fibers, the base of Proteins that form the fibers, the base of 

the the pentonpenton capsomerecapsomere and the and the hexonhexon
capsomerecapsomere are made independently from are made independently from 
each other in the cytoplasmeach other in the cytoplasm
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•• The fiber and The fiber and hexonhexon proteins come proteins come 
together independently to form together independently to form trimertrimer
intermediates (the intermediates (the hexonhexon trimertrimer formation formation 
requires a protein of ~ 100,000 requires a protein of ~ 100,000 MrMr that that 
interacts with interacts with hexonhexon monomersmonomers-- this is this is 
NOT found in the final structure= NOT found in the final structure= 
scaffoldingscaffolding protein)protein)

•• The The pentonpenton monomers form a monomers form a pentonpenton
basebase
–– Fiber Fiber trimerstrimers and and pentonpenton base form a base form a pentonpenton

capsomerecapsomere

•• Scaffolding proteins are removed by Scaffolding proteins are removed by 
proteases, the proteases, the hexonhexon subunits come subunits come 
together in an icosahedral structure, and together in an icosahedral structure, and 
then core DNA is added.then core DNA is added.

•• Protease in the particle cleaves various Protease in the particle cleaves various 
components to create an infectious components to create an infectious 
particleparticle
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Assembly of complex VirusesAssembly of complex Viruses

•• Use of conditional lethal (unable to produce Use of conditional lethal (unable to produce 
infectious particles when bacteria grown under infectious particles when bacteria grown under 
nonnon--permissive conditions) mutants of T4 permissive conditions) mutants of T4 
(bacteriophage) to understand processes (bacteriophage) to understand processes 
leading to complex virus formationleading to complex virus formation
–– These can produce some proteins but not others These can produce some proteins but not others 

and some completed particles showing that the and some completed particles showing that the 
processes are not intimately linked with each otherprocesses are not intimately linked with each other
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•• Found that morphogenesis of phage T4 Found that morphogenesis of phage T4 
from partially assembled components from partially assembled components 
could be made could be made in vitroin vitro
–– Different mutant components could be mixed Different mutant components could be mixed 

to make infectious particlesto make infectious particles

•• Next figure shows sequence of head Next figure shows sequence of head 
formationformation

•• Several proteins come together to form an Several proteins come together to form an 
immature immature proheadprohead which contains all the which contains all the 
elements of icosahedral symmetryelements of icosahedral symmetry

•• Head then undergoes maturation process Head then undergoes maturation process 
and it acquires the genome DNA with and it acquires the genome DNA with 
other additional proteins and loses other additional proteins and loses 
scaffolding proteins (use of pulsescaffolding proteins (use of pulse--chase chase 
experiments to show stages)experiments to show stages)
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•• The DNA of T4 is circularly permutatedThe DNA of T4 is circularly permutated
–– The immature phage head cuts a defined The immature phage head cuts a defined 

length of DNA from the length of DNA from the concatemericconcatemeric
replicativereplicative intermediateintermediate

–– The size of the head determines the length of The size of the head determines the length of 
the the encapsidatedencapsidated DNADNA
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Assembly of T4 tail & tail fibersAssembly of T4 tail & tail fibers
•• Scaffolding proteins involved and each Scaffolding proteins involved and each 

component must be added in correct sequencecomponent must be added in correct sequence

•• After completion of all individual components, After completion of all individual components, 
the heads spontaneously join with the base the heads spontaneously join with the base 
plate (requires active participation of gene plate (requires active participation of gene 
product 63)product 63)

•• Not understood why a head with 5 fold symmetry Not understood why a head with 5 fold symmetry 
complexes stably with a tail with 6 fold symmetry?complexes stably with a tail with 6 fold symmetry?
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Acquisition of lipid envelopeAcquisition of lipid envelope

•• Most viruses acquire envelope from “budding” Most viruses acquire envelope from “budding” 
processprocess
–– NucleocapsidsNucleocapsids form in cytoplasmform in cytoplasm
–– Viral Viral glycoproteinsglycoproteins ((transmembranetransmembrane) accumulate in ) accumulate in 

patches on plasma membranepatches on plasma membrane
–– CytoplasmicCytoplasmic tails of tails of glycoproteinsglycoproteins that protrude that protrude 

from membrane attach to from membrane attach to nucleocapsidnucleocapsid
–– Virion is formed by buddingVirion is formed by budding
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•• Other viruses may bud into the endoplasmic Other viruses may bud into the endoplasmic 
reticulum and then are released to the exterior reticulum and then are released to the exterior 
from the golgi complexfrom the golgi complex

•• Herpes virus is made in the nucleusHerpes virus is made in the nucleus
–– May bud through inner membrane and exits May bud through inner membrane and exits 

through the ER (connected to the inner membrane)through the ER (connected to the inner membrane)
–– OrOr–– buds through inner membrane and then fuses buds through inner membrane and then fuses 

with outer membrane (losing membrane) and then with outer membrane (losing membrane) and then 
buds through plasma buds through plasma membranemembrane


